Viking and St. Patrick Gnome
This complements the original pattern of the Gnome:
How to make a Viking and St. Patrick Gnome

Designed by Claudia Bierau of CB’s Creations
https://www.cbscreations.nl
https://www.facebook.com/CBsCreationsNL/
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St. Patricks Gnome
Make the nose and body according to the instructions in the pattern. Crochet a green
hat according to the pattern. Choose a nice beard.
Strap around hat
Make a strap of black yarn:
Rnd. 1. 5CH
Rnd. 2. From 2nd CH: 4SC, 1CH, turn
Rnd. 3 and further: 4SC, 1CH, turn
Crochet as many Rnds. As needed to fit the strap around the hat. Sew the ends
together. Fasten off. Sew the strap to the hat with a few stitches.
Buckle (yellow)
Rnd. 1. 14CH, close with a SLST
Rnd. 2. 3SC, 3SC in 1, 2SC, 3SC in 1, 3SC, 3SC in 1, 2SC 3SC in 1, end with 1SLST in
the 1st SC.
Fasten off. Sew the buckle on the strap.
4 leaf clover (green)
Crochet in MR: (3CH, 2TRC, 3CH, 1SC) 4x
Crochet some CH and attach the clover to the top of the hat.
TRC is Treble Crochet.
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Viking Gnome
Make the nose and body according to the instructions in the pattern. Choose a nice
beard. Make the Hat of the Valentine’s Gnome: Rnd. 1. 6SC, Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC,
continue with Rnd. 16.
Horn (make 2)
Rnd. 1. 4SC in MR
Rnd. 2. 4SC
Rnd. 3. 2SC in 1SC, 3SC
Rnd. 4. 2SC in 1SC, 4SC
Rnd. 5. 2SC in 1SC, 5SC
Rnd. 6. 2SC in 1SC, 6SC
Rnd. 7. (3SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 2x
Rnd. 8. 10SC
Rnd. 9. (4SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 2x
Rnd. 10. 12SC
Rnd. 11. (5SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 2x
Rnd. 12 – 15. 14SC
Fasten off, leave a long thread..
Stuff the horn, put a piece of chenille wire inside to bend the horn.
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Crochet a number of CH to fit around a horn, close with 1SLST. Next Rnd. all SC.
Fasten off, sew around the bottom of the horn.
Sew the horn on the hat. Decorate the hat.
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